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Abstract-If the inertial subrange of the turbulence of a turbulent flow is modelled by 
a stochastic process atisfying the 1941-similarity h pothesis of Kolmogorov, the flow 
can be simulated by solving numerically a Navier-Stokes equation with random 
coefficients. By approximating the random coefficients by deterministic pseudoperiodic 
functions, we can use the theory of homogenization toderive an equation for the mean 
flow. By this procedure we find that the mean flow satisfies a generalized Navier- 
Stokes equation with a random turbulent eddy viscosity tensor. 
INTRODUCTION 
Beside the analytical approaches, there are, at present, three main ways to compute 
turbulent flows [l]. The first approach solves directly the full time dependent Navier- 
Stokes equations, either in the physical plane [2], or in the Fourier space [3] with 
velocity or vorticity as variables; the limitation of this method in the Reynolds number is 
obvious. 
The second way consists of solving a time and space averaged form of the Navier- 
Stokes equations; a closure hypothesis for the Reynolds stresses is necessary as a 
substitute to the lack of information on the relation between the mean flow and the 
moments of the fluctuating velocities; an eddy viscosity model is chosen in general 
14,5,61. 
The third way is to keep the full time dependent Navier-Stokes equation on a coarse 
grid coupled with a subgrid-scale turbulence simulation. The present approach is of the 
last type. 
In the present paper we assume that it is always possible to find at each point of the 
flow an eddy size such that the energy spectrum for larger wave numbers is of an 
equilibrium type, as measured experimentally [7] and assumed theoretically [8] and such 
that at wave numbers two or more orders of magnitude greater there is no major 
dissipation. With the two previous assumptions it is possible to consider the turbulent 
subgrid flow as a well-defined random process which, when coupled with the main flow, 
perturbs it in a way that we shall evaluate by the theory of homogenization. This way the 
terms coupling the mean flow with the subgrid flow can introduce stochastic pertur- 
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bations in the main flow, in addition to the creation of Reynolds stresses gnd the ’ 
dissipation analogous to eddy viscosity effects. 
So the purpose of the paper is to derive an equation for the mean velocity u” of a 
turbulent flow u, whose turbulent part u’ is mainly homogeneous and isotropic. The 
classical approach for such flows is to write the solution to the Navier-Stokes equation: 
+Au+uVu=-Vp+f, V.u=Oinflx]O,T[ 1 
i 
u(x, 0) = uo; ulr = UI 1 
in the form 
_ u=uO+u’, (2) 
where u’ has zero mean value so that an averaging of (l), denoted by an overbar, yields 
$-I/AU’+ u”Vuo+uovu)+~+u~Vu~= -VP +f; V~u”=Oinfix]O,T[ (3) 
uO(x, 0) = uo; ulr = UI 
In the eddy viscosity models one assumes that the Reynolds stresses uovu’+ u)vuo + 
u’VU’ are equivalent to some nonlinear operator of the form V . [A(u)Vu], where A is an 
appropriate tensor; the main difficulty with this approach is to choose A properly. 
However we observe that while the Reynolds stresses are difficult to model, the 
homogeneous part of the turbulence, u’, is not difficult to model. Indeed from the 
Kolmogorov first similarity hypothesis [8], u’ can be modelled from a universal random 
process, w, scaled by the viscosity Y and local rate of dissipated energy e(uD) of the flow 
we wish to simulate, filtered to remove the eddies and frequencies which are not in the 
inertial subrange of the turbulence considered, and transported by the mean flow at 
speed u”. Therefore, as shown in Sec. 1, if e-’ denotes the largest wave number of the 
inertial subrange and e-’ the largest allowed frequency, u’ is found to be in the form 
u’(x, t) = us e(d), d_ A), ( E E 
1, 
where u’ is a random process. 
Then our problem becomes as follows: find the mean value (u’) of u’ solution of 
$- VAU’ +(u’+ u’)V(u’+u’)= -Vp’+f -g+ vAu’; V*u’=O 
1 (9 
u’(t = 0) = u”, ICI’- = U’ J 
where u* is a given stochastic process. If u’ stimulates u’ correctly then (u’) should be 
close to u”. Therefore, we can expect that 
so that our main concern will be to study the limit of u’ when E tends to zero. 
From the numerical point of view (5) is still very difhcult because u’ is a highly 
oscillating function of x and t when e Q 1 and many points of discretization will be 
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needed as for (1). Unlike (3), it is useless to average (5) because it would yield a still 
more difficult integral-differential equation. So we must turn to some more sophisticated 
method of averaging. 
The first method, from the theory of stochastic differential equations, would be to find 
the law of probability of u’, which strictly speaking is also a random process. In Sec. 2 
we discuss this point of view and the very interesting work of Stratonovitch [93, 
Papanicolaou-Kolher [lo], and the references therein, and of Meyer-O’Brien-Scott [ 1 l] 
as applied to the averaging of the equation for the temperature 0’: 
s+ (uO+ u’)V8’ = 0 
eyt = 0) = eo, e+, = e,, r,={xEr:u”+t<O} J (6) 
which, when u’ is an oscillating random process, offers the same dticulties as (5). But in 
the above references it is shown (in a different context) that when 
1 
ve=7 11 x, t, 5 ; (1. (v) = 0, 
then (0’) tends to the (0’) solution of 
q + Pv(e”) - v - (Av(eO)) = 0; (eO)(t = 0) = eo; (e4jr = e,, (8) 
where A is a tensor with coefficients aij(x, t) computed by averaging a time integral of 
SUP This result is interesting because it supports the concept of eddy thermal conduc- 
tivity. However, the results rely on assumption (7) (which, by the way, does not mean 
that u’ is frequently of large amplitude, but rather that the turbulence contains very high 
frequencies). In Sec. 2 we also discuss the case 
Ue(X,t)=e L x,t,- ( x - uot t l *7 ) (9) 
and show formaliy that a result similar to (8) is to be expected. Indeed when u is periodic 
with respect o x/e and t/e* (and u is not convected by u”), a result like (8) can be shown 
by the theory of homogenization. This brings us to the second method to average (6). 
The theory of homogenization was developed in structural mechanics to study 
composite materials such as alloys, plastics. . . which are inhomogeneous but have a 
periodic structure. It shows that if the structure is very fine, the composite material is then 
equivalent to a homogeneous material whose characteristics an be computed. The theory 
is more general and applies to study the limit of solutions of partial dzerential equations 
with highly oscillating coefficients (see Bensoussan-Lions-Papanicolaou [12] and the 
bibliography therein). 
In Sec. 3 we apply the theory of homogenization to (5) and show that if ue is a 
deterministic function given by (9) and periodic with respect to (x - u’t)/t and t/e2 on 
C = 2 x JO, S[ then u’, the solution of (5), tends to 
au0 -- 
at vAu’+u”Vu’-V*[B(e(uO)VuO]=f-Vp, V.u’=O 
uO(t = 0) = uo; UOlr = u’ t (10) 
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where B is a nonlinear function of e(u”) and can be computed from the mean on the cell 
of periodicity C of u of uVu’+ u’VU, where u’ is the solution on C of 
$- IlA,u’+ u’vg + vv,u’ = vq - vv,u”- uov,v; vr * u’ =O,onC 
1 
(11) 
u ’ periodic on C 1 
In (1 l), z stands for (x - u’t)/e and T for t/e*. This result is analogous to (8) because 
when v tends to zero and (11) is integrated on its characteristics then oVu’+ U’VU 
involves integrals of UiVj. 
The result above is derived formally only because it is very difBcult to handle 
mathematically the transport variable x - u’t. AIthough (IO) is the full result, because it is 
difficult to handle, we felt like developing a simpler model where the transportlinter- 
action term u’VU’ in (5) is neglected. Therefore in Sec. 4. we restrict ourselves to the 
case where 
u periodic with respect to (y, T) = (x/e, t/e*) on C and study the limit u” of u’ solution of 
$$-vAu’+(u’+v’)Vu’=f-Vp, V.u’ = 0 in fi X IO, T[ (13) 
u’(t = 0) = 0, U’Jr = 0 
Then we prove that if v’ is periodic with respect to the last variables, u’ tends to the u” 
solution of 
au0 -- 
at 
uAu”+u”Vuo-V*(AVu”)=-Vp+fV.u”=Oinnx]O,T[ 
1 
(14) 
uO(t = 0) = 0, U"lr = 0 1 
where A is a positive definite tensor, a function of e(u?(x, t), such that AVu’ is the mean 
of u @ u ’ on C and u ’ is the solution of . 
I 
$- vA,u’+ vV,u’ =Vq + tlV,uO, V, . u’ =Oin C (15) 
u ’ periodic on C 
Then we conclude in Sec. 5 with some comments on the possible experimental and 
numerical check of these results. These results seem reasonable but they are based on the 
peculiar behavior of u’, in (9), with respect to c. 
1. MODELLING OF THE HOMOGENEOUS PART OF THE TURBULENCE 
The Kolmogorov similarity hypothesis assumes that if a turbulence is locally isotropic 
and homogeneous it can be expressed in terms of the viscosity Y, the local rate of energy 
dissipated e, and a universal random field w. More precisely [13, p. 3481 the velocity of 
the flow is given by 
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where 
e=gg+z> 
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(1.1) 
(1.2) 
and the overbar denotes the mean value. 
In general only a part of u is an isotropic homogeneous turbulence, namely, the 
eddies of the inertial subrange of the spectrum of U. Furthermore this turbulence is 
convected by the mean flow. Therefore, in a frame of reference moving at the mean 
velocity of the flow u”, we must filter all the eddies whose wave number is smaller than 
the lower bound, say e-‘, of the inertial subrange. This operation can be performed by a 
convolution of w with the inverse Fourier transform G(x/e) of the step function Y(ek): 
(1.3) 
I 0 otherwise. 
We shall see later that if a filter in x/e is used it 
frequencies larger than l -* (I). If 
is necessary to filter in time also the 
(1.4) 
then the homogeneous part of the turbulence that we will use is 
u’(x, t) = (ue)“4 [w(x~($4,t($‘2)-w(x(;)“4,t(~)‘n)*G($~)], (1.5) 
where * denotes the operator of convolution and 
x’ = x - u”t. (1.6) 
Note that we have neglected the dissipative subrange or rather we have assumed that it 
is contained in w. 
For practical purposes uC can be generated by recording w on tapes from an 
experiment (say a flow behind a grid), scaling and filtering. Or it can be assumed 
Gaussian with second-order moments given by the k”3 law of Kolmogorov. From (1.5) 
the dependence of u’ with respect to l is not clear. In the following paragraphs we shall 
assume that uf depends on e as 
u’(x,t)=fu x,t,-( x-u”t t c 97 9 E 1 (1.7) 
tFrom a physical point of view one should filter after (AC)-*, where A* is homogeneous to a time/length’. 
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where u is a zero mean stationary random process or a deterministic function periodic 
with respect to the last variables 
x2 t ( 1 -9-T E E 
on some cell C = Y x IO, S[, and with zero mean value on C. The coefficient l/e in (1.7) 
is strange indeed and we can produce only one piece of evidence to justify its use, 
beside the fact that the results we shall derive are physically meaningful. 
The argument relies on the following property: if q(t) is any stationary zero mean 
random process then, when E tends to zero, (lk)~(t/& converges to a zero mean 
Gaussian white noise, by the central limit theorem. Therefore (1.7) does not mean that 
very large fluctuations are frequent, it means that high frequencies are frequent. 
2. AVERAGING OF THE TEMPERATURE EQUATION 
For incompressible flows in standard conditions [14, Eq. 50.21, the temperature 0(x, t) 
is the solution of 
$-kAB+uVB=e V(x, t) E R x IO, T[ = Q 
w, 0) = 00(x) VxER; ek t) = elk 0 V(x, t) E r x IO, t [ 1 
(2.1) 
where k is the thermal conductivity (k Q I), u(x, t) is the velocity of the flow, e(x, t) the 
rate of viscous energy in the flow, R is the region occupied by the fluid, r is its 
boundary, and (do, 13~) is a set of boundary conditions. 
For the time being we shall ignore that the homogeneous part of the turbulence is 
convected by the mean flow. Then according to Sec. 1 we choose 
u(xl t) = uyx, 1)++ vl(x, ‘.~,$)+ow, (2.2) 
where u” is the mean flow and (l/~)u is the inertial subrange; O(E) represents the coupling 
between u” and (I/E)v which as we shall show in Sec. 3 is such that 
lO( 5 KE. (2.3) 
The problem we wish to solve is as follows: 
1. If u is a zero mean stationary random process find 
(eO)(x, t) = ti fey, 
where (0’) is the exuected value of the solution of (2.1) with u given by (2.2). 
(2.4) 
2. If t)‘ is a periodic deterministic function with 
periodicity, find 
e”(x, t) = \% 86. 
zero mean valud on the cell of 
(2.5) 
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To simplify the computations we shall assume that 
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V-u’=0 Ve, i.e., V, . u(x, t, y, 7) = 0, V, . u(x, f, y, 7) = 0 Vx, f, y, T. (2.6) 
To begin, we recall a result found in Meyer-O’Brien-Scott [ll]: if k = 0 and if the 
random process u does not depend upon x/e, then, provided that the “mixing” hypo- 
thesis of Papanicolaou-Kohler [IO, (2.1)-(2.7)] holds, the mean (0’) converges to the (0’) 
solution of 
a(@) at+ I?‘V(~~)+V *(AV(fl’))= e in Q 
1 
W%x, 0) = co(x) vx E f-2; (eO)lr = 8, I (2.7) 
where 
Uij(X, f) = -ljz I? -‘I]“‘~(ui(x,f,~)u,(X,f,~))df~df~, (2.8) 
where ( ) is the expected value with respect to the probability law of u. 
The proof of (2.7X2.8) is based upon an integration of (2.1) by the method of 
characteristics. One studies the limit of the solution of 
(2.9) 
As shown in Papanicolaou-Kohler [IO] (see also Stratonovitch [9]) xc converges to a 
diffusion process and therefore (8’) can be found from Ito’s calculus to satisfy (2.7). This 
results justifies the concept of turbulent thermal conductivity. Note that (2.7) is easy to 
simulate numerically [in contrast to (2.1)J because A is a positive definite well con- 
ditioned matrix and there are no oscillatory coefficients. Now we would like to see this 
result extended to the case where u depends upon x/c also, but it seems to be technically 
difficult; thus we turn our attention to the deterministic periodic case. 
If u is deterministic and periodic with respect to (y, T) on some cell C = 
Y X10, !I[, Y = IO, Yr[ X10, Yz[ x10, Y3[, i.e., if 
U(X, t, yi + Yi, 7 + S) = U(X* t, yi, 7) V(x, t, y, T) E Sz x IO, T[ x C (2.10) 
then the following results hold. 
THEOREM 1. If k > 0, u satisfies (2.19) and V, - u = V, . u = 0; if 
udy=O W, t, 7) E Q x IO, S[, 
and u = 0 in a neighborhood of I and t = 0, and if u E L”(Q x C), then the solution 8’ of 
(2.1) with u given by 
u’(x, f) = UYX, f)+fu(x, r,$$) (2.11) 
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converges to 8’ with the following estimates: 
((, 10’ - e”12 dx)“* 5; E, (b ~v(e~ - 8O -l #)l*dX)“*~ z E, ve, vt E IO, T[, 
(2.12) 
where 8’, 8’ are the solutions of 
~--kAe”+u9eo+V~(AVe~=ein~x]0,T[ 
eO(x,O)= co(x) in a; eOjr = 8,. 
elk 4 Y, 7) = 80, 4 Y, 7)vek 0 
where 2 is the solution of 
$- kAy): + vVyS = -v in C 
Z( y, T) periodic on C 
and where 
&j(X, t) = - Viz, dy dr 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
are assumed to be in L”(Q). 
Remark 2.1. From (2.14) and by linearity, 8’ is the solution of (2.7). Therefore, if k = 0 
and if (2.15) has periodic solutions then aii is also given by (2.8). We shall show in Sec. 
4 that no boundary layers develop when k + 0. An estimate of 10’ - @‘j/e can be obtained 
for k = 0 if (2.15) has a solution. 
Remark 2.2. However when v is periodic, an integration by parts shows that when 
k=O 
aij = -aji; t&j = 0 i,j = 1,2,3. (2.17) 
Therefore there is no turbulent thermal conductivity in this case. The concept of 
turbulent thermal conductivity seems to be a consequenct of the stochastic and non- 
periodic behavior of v. 
Remark 2.3. When v depends on (x - u’t)/c instead of on x/e it can be shown 
formally, as in Sec. 3 that these results hold provided y is replaced by z = (x - u’t)/e. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If the. mean of v on Y is zero, it can be shown that (2.15) defines 
a unique H up to a function of (x, t) only (see Bensoussan-Lions-Papanicolaou [12] for 
example). Therefore A is uniquely determined by (2.16) because the unknown function 
of (x, t) disappears in the averaging process. If v E L”(Q x C), then it is likely that 
A E L”(Q) (but this remains to be shown) and we may define 8’ and 8’ by (2.13) and 
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(2.14) because (2.13) has then a unique solution. Now define 
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~‘(x,t)=e’(x,t)-eO(x,t)-te’(x,f,~,f)-E2e2(x’~,f,~), (2.18) 
where e2 is the solution of 
g- kA,e2+ vv,e2= -fPv,el- vv,el+ov,B'yr + kA,,B’ 
e2(y, T) periodic on C; 7’” = 0 I (2.19) 
Then putting (2.18) into (2.1) we find that 
z-kA+‘+( uO++)V‘$ = (ekA~t?1+ekA&)2+e2kA,82 
I 
- E 
2 ae2 
at - dv,el - ~2tPv,e2 - d,e2 - dvye2 )I Y-I/$ 
T-t/r 
4’(x, 0) = 0, cb’lr = 0 I (2.20) 
Multiplying (2.20) by 4’ and integrating over Q yields 
t n r$‘(x, O2 dx + k 
I I 
n IV4'12(x, t) dx s cK (1 o jV$‘l’dx dt )rn, (2.21) 
where K is the L2(0, T: H-‘(R)) norm of 
kAb,8’ + B(kA,,B2 - u”V,e’ - vV,e2 - u“VytY2) + l 2 kA,e2 - $ - u(‘V#~)] 1 
Y-xl5 
7-h 
It is now straightforward to deduce (2.12) from (2.21). 
Remark 2.4. To show that Theorem 1 holds also when k = 0 one must show that 
(2.15) has a periodic solution (this puts some restrictions on v) and that the solution is 
regular. 
Remark 2.5. If v is zero on the boundary of Y and k = 0 the coefficients air of (2.16) 
can be computed exactly. Indeed by multiplying (2.15) by yi and integrating over C we 
find that 
-yI -yI 
ViZj = vjyi . (2.22) 
Therefore, when a, . v = 0, 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
But 
oiy,‘l+vYi iyI = vVJ1 (yiyj) = 0, 
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therefore in that case 
V . (AVB’) = 0. (2.25) 
This result is not surprising because when ulay = 0, the stream lines are closed and 
therefore from the divergence theorem (2.18) also gives 
-YI 
vV,8’ =o. 
However, it is interesting to compare (2.23) with the crude average of (2.1) based on the 
hypothesis that V8 varies according to 
V~(X + Ey) = m(x) + eyv(ve). 
then, if B(x, E) denotes the sphere of radius E and center x 
u(2)vew d2 = de + (2.26) 
3. AVERAGING OF THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION 
To simulate numerically the solution of 
+Au+uVu=Vp+f; V.u=Oin0+]O,T[=Q[ (3.1) 
u(t =0)= uoinfl; ulr = UI r E 10, n 
we assume that the oscillatory part of u is a stochastic process u’; more precisely we 
assume that the solution of (3.1) is of the form 
U(X,r)=uyX,t)++J x,t,---y- ( x-u”t t 92 9 > (3.2) 
where u” is the mean flow and is related to U’ by 
iii uC(x, t) = uO(x, t) C-G t) E Q. (3.3) 
The first two variables (x, t) of D recall the fact that u’ is usually a function of the rate of 
energy dissipated e(x, t) itself a function of the mean flow. 
As we pointed out in the introduction, the study of the limit of u’ when E +O and 
when u is a random process is much too difficult. Therefore we shall assume instead that 
u is a deterministic periodic function in order to derive some PDE for u” and as we have 
shown in Sec. 2 it is not absurd to conjecture that the result holds in the general case. 
Assumptions 
u(x, t, z, T) is periodic in (z, T) on 2 x IO, S[ = C, (3.4) 
Subgrid turbulence modelling by homogenization 
where 2 = IO, Z,[ x IO, ZJ x IO, Z,[ 
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I /dz=O V(x, t, 7) E Q x IO, S[ (3.5) 
v,.v=o (3.6) 
v = 0 in the neighborhood of the boundaries I and at t = 0. (3.7) 
Notice that we do not assume that V, . v = 0 because it may be difticult to model v by 
(1.5) while satisfying V, . v = 0. Letting 
vyx, t) = ; v ( x, t, *, t/d ) 
and replacing u given by (3.2) in (3.1), we find 
$$- vAu= + (u’ + vc)Vuc + utVvC = Vp + f - ($$ - vAvc + v’Vv’ 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
V.u’= -V.v’; u’(t 9 0) = uo, uyr = u1. I 
We may assume that (3.9) is the equation that defines u’ once v’ is known. Therefore 
our problem fits into the framework of homogenization theory which studies the limits of 
solutions of PDEs, with highly oscillating periodic coefficients. For practical purposes it 
is convenient to also write 
p =p’+q’ (3.10) 
for a given q’. Then we search for (u’, p’) in the form 
uyx, t) = (ciO(x, t, z, 7) + EU’(X, t, z, 7) + E2U2(X, t, z, 7) + * - 4 .z - X - UOllC (3.11) 
where ii’, 
(u’,p’) in 
PYX, t) = r-‘p-‘(xv t,2, 7) + pO(x, 4 z, 7) + ep’(x, t, 2, 7) + - * - I I= x_“o*,. 
T = r/.2 
(3.12) 
‘, u2 -1 0 1 are periodic with respect to (z, T) on C. Now replace 
b.9). &ievir toPcompute the derivatives of (u’, p’) we shall treat u” in the _. _ 
definition of z as a constant. Indeed when u” is not constant the proper choice of 
variable is not z but some integral of u” on the stream lines. Therefore, we find for 
example that 
VuC= ~,+~v,)(liO+eul+r2U2+. . .), (3.13) 
while 
“UC 
at ( 
e-2 a 
;ir;-- E-vv, +$ 
) 
(iP+ Eu’+ c2u2+ * * *). (3.14) 
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4_ _ 
a7 
v(E-~A, + E-‘Axz + A,) 
I 
, 
. (no+ EU’ + E’U’ +. . .) 
+(e-‘u + Go+ EU’+ l 2u2+ * + .)(E_‘V, +v,) * (CO+ e2u2+ * . *) 
+ (no+ EU’ + E2U2 + * * *)(c_‘v, + Vx)(E-‘u) ’ (3.15) 
=(e-‘vr+Vx)‘(e-‘p-‘+pO+Ep’+q~+~ * *)+f- [e-2$+$e-‘uOVz 
- ‘W2A, + e-‘AxY + A,) 
I 
(E-‘u) + e-‘u(V, + l -‘VZ)u J 
(E-‘Vt + Vi) * (E_‘U + ii0 + EU’ + E2U2 + * * *) = 0. (3.16) 
If we identify all the powers of E and we take q’ = 
0 terms in ee3 
K2q(s, t, z, T) we find the following: 
2 - uA,u + uVzu = V,q (3.17) 
0 terms in l e2 
g- vA,i” + uV,fi” + fi”V,u = v,p-’ + v,q + U~JI - vAuv + vV,v (3.18) 
0 terms in l -’ 
au1 -- 
a7 d’V,ii” - vA,u’ - vA,,~I~ +vA,u’ + P”V,ii” + vV,ii” 
+iPV,v+u’v,v =v,pO+v*pO+v,p-‘-$- vAxv (3.19) 
and in (3.16) 
0 terms in E’ 
v, * iiO+v, -1) =o (3.20) 
IPQ,u’ - VA+’ - vA,iI” + vV,u2 + vVxul + &“V,u’ 
+ rPV,ii” + u’VziiO + U’VJJ + u2v,v = v*p’ + V,pO+ f 
v, * u’+v, *fiO=o. 
Finally the terms in E in (2.10) give 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
vz’u2+vx-u’=o. (3.23) 
To simplify these equations we introduce the following notation. 
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Notation 
Mx, t) = z,z:.3s * I c wtx, t ~7) dz dr (3.24) 
1 
Wx, t) = z,zzz3s I c wtx. 4 2,~) dz (3.25) 
uO(x, 1) = ii0 (3.26) 
uU(x, t) = ire- u”. (3.27) 
With these notations (3.18) and (3.20) define u’ and we may rewrite them as follows: 
Definition of u”. (u”, p-‘) is the solution to 
01 
$ - yA,u”’ + vV,u” + u”‘Vzv = V,p-’ + VA - vAxzv - vV,v in C 
V, . UO’ = -V, . v in C; (u”‘p-‘) periodic on C; ii” = 0, p-’ = 0. 
i 
(3.28) 
Note that (3.28) has a periodic solution only if 
Now we note 
Therefore we define u’ by (3.19) and (3.22). 
v,q’ = vV,v’. 
that (3.23) averaged over z implies 
v,u11 = 0. 
Definition of u’. Given (v, u”, u”, p-‘) define (u’, p”> by 
I 
$- vA,,u’+ vVzu’+ u’Vzv 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
= Vg” + V,p-’ - $f + vA,v + vhxzu” 
- u”Vzuo - vV,u” - uDo,v in C 
V,.u’= -V,~u”inC;(u’,p~periodiconC;~=O. 
Note that u’ always exists because 
(3.31) 
0’ = u Y@ = -=il_ P - 0. 
Note also that u’ is a linear function of u” and Vu0 and that (3.30) is automatically satisfied. 
Finally, taking the mean of (3.21) on C provides us with a definition of u”. 
Definition of u”. For a given (v, u’, u”) define u’,pby 
au0 -- 
at 
vAu” + #Vu0 + v~U’+U!,v)=VxJP+f 
1 
V,.u’=OinQ; uO(t = 0) = uo; uqr = u’. I (3.32) 
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Remark 3.1 Note that from (3.28) u”’ does not depend upon u”, while from (3.31), 
u 1 = aO + aiuf + aii 2, 
I 
where the a’s are independent of u”. Therefore the last terms in (3.32) contain second-order 
derivatives of no. 
Conjecture 1. Suppose that assumptions (3.4H3.7) and (3.17)-(3.29) hold. Then u’ 
converges to u” in L*(Q) and u’ - u’(x, t, (x - u’t)/c, f/c*) converges to u" in 
L2(0, t; H’(R)). 
Remark 3.2. Equation (3.32) [with (3.33)] contains no oscillatory terms. If we could 
prove that the spectrum of u” is bounded when v + 0 then (3.32) could be integrated on a 
coarse grid. Of course such a proposition is very hard to show. 
Remark 3.3. Assumption (3.17) can be reformulated as 
I $+ uovvf - VAV’ + V’VV’ - Vq’ 5 O(e-*); I IV - vcl 5 qe-‘). (3.34) 
In this form it makes more sense than (3.17) which is sufficient to define v. 
Orientation 
Thus an eddy viscosity-type model has been derived formally to account for the 
interaction between the large eddies and the small eddies. However, as (3.31) and (3.32) 
show, the model is rather involved and possibly not well posed. Looking back into the 
derivation of the equations, one notes that the terms which create dificulties are 
(i) u*Vv’ in (3.9) and 
(ii) the variable x - u”t in v’. 
Therefore in an attempt to simplify the model we drop these terms or equivalently we 
drop (u’- u”)Vv’ in (3.9) and keep x - u’t. We have no justification for these sim- 
plifications except that it yields a much better system of PDE from the mathematical 
viewpoint and the above calculations can be justified. 
4. A SIMPLER MODEL 
In this section we drop the term U’VV in (3.9) and we assume that vc is not 
transported by the mean flow. However the results apply also to the case where ve is 
transported by u” when we drop (u’ - u”)Vv’. Therefore, given v’ and f’ we wish to 
study the following problem and its limit when 6 -+O: 
$ - vAu’ + (u’ + v’)Vu’ =Vp+f’, V.u’=OinRx]O,T[=Q 
I 
(4.1) 
u’(t = 0) = 0, U.lr = 0. 
For clarity but without loss of generality we have taken homogeneous boundary 
conditions. 
As usual R is a bounded open set of RN(N = 2 or 3) with regular boundary r and we 
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will use the following notations: 
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(UT U) = 1, Uit)i dx (4.2) 
lulo = (u, up2; lul, = (Vu, vup2; (4.3) 
(4.4) 
Hb(lR) = {c#J E L2(f-l)lV4 E L2(QjN ; 4lr = 0) (4.5) 
v = {u E H:(n)NjV - u = 0) (4.6) 
H = closure of V in L2(fi)N (4.7) 
L$( W) = space of square integrable functions of t E IO, T[ taking values in W. (4.8) 
In this paragraph we wish to be more rigourous mathematically. We first show that 
problem (4.1) is well posed. 
Proposition 2. If f’ E L%H-‘(n)N), uC E L%L4(n)N fl H) and V . ut = 0, problem (4.1) 
has at least one solution in the weak form 
( > $, w + v(Vd, VW) - ( (U' + U')j U’, $) = (f’, W) VW EL+(V) 1 (4.9) i 
u’ E LRV) n LXH); u’(t = 0) = 0 1 
Furthermore if N = 2 or if u’ and u’ belong to L4(Q) then (1.9) has a unique solution. 
Proof. This result is a simple extension of a now classical result for the Navier- 
Stokes equation which can be found in Ladyzhenskaya [15] or Lions [ 161, for example. The 
proof of the proposition follows exactly the classical proof. 
Now we shall study the limit u” of u’ when E -0. 
4.1. Case 1: u’ is bounded 
Proposition 3. Assume that the hypothesis of Proposition 1 holds. If there exists M 
such that 
(4.10) 
Then there exist u”, u”,fo such that for a subsequence, 5)’ + u” in L”(Q) weak star, 
u’ + u” in LgH) and almost everywhere in Q, f’ +f” weakly in L$(H-‘(fi)N) and 
( > g;w + v(VuO, VW) - ((uO+ uy,u”.g > = cf”, WI VW E LH(V) 1 (4.11) 
u” E L%V); uO(t = 0) = 0 J 
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Proof. The existence of accumulation points u”, u”,fo is a direct consequence of 
(4.10). To obtain (4.11) it suffices to let E -*O in (4.9) and to use the a priori estimates 
established in the proof of Proposition 1. 
Remark 4.1. If uL depends upon E by 
u’(x,t)=u(~,+) vx,t,e, (4.12) 
where u is a periodic function on Y x IO, S[ with respect to y = x/e and 7 = t/e, then [12] 
U(Y, 7, x, t) dy dr (/Yl = volume of y) (4.13) 
Remark 4.2. If u has zero mean on Y x 10, S[ (which is to be expected in practice) 
then u” = 0 and (4.11) becomes the classical Navier-Stokes equations. This means that 
zero mean perttirbations do not affect the large structures of the flow. We shall show 
that it is not the case if u’ is of large amplitude. 
4.2. Case 2: uc is not bounded but pseudoperiodic 
Now we assume that 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
V, - ~(y, T, X, t) = V, + u(y, 7, x, t) = 0 on Y x IO, N x Q, (4.16) 
where u,f-‘,f are periodic with respect to y = i/c, T = t/r’, C = Y x IO, S[ and bounded 
in L”(C x Q), i.e., 
Y=fjlO,YiI9 UC-.* ji + yi . . * 7 + S, X9 t) = U(. a e yi. . a 7, X, t) vy, 7, x, t . . . 
As before we look for the limit of u’ when E +O. Note that if f-’ = 0, this limit always 
exists even when u is not periodic. Indeed, by taking w = uc in (4.9) one finds that 
(4.17) 
which implies the existence of a weak limit u” of u’. To find u” we look for (u’, p’) in the 
form 
u’(x, t) = Uo(X,t)+U~(~,$,X,t)+eq~,~,X.I)+O.(X,t) 
PYX, t) = PO($ $9 x,t)+ep'(~,~,x,t)+q'(x,f), 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
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where u’, I.?, p”, p’ are periodic with respect to x/e, t/e* on C. Notice that 
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(4.20) 
Therefore when u’, p’ are replaced by (4.18) (4.19) in (4.1), the rule is to treat y, T, x, t as 
independent variables provided that alat is replaced by e-*(a/k) + a/at, V by e-‘Vy + V,, 
and A by E-*A, + 2e-‘Axy + A,, where 
(4.21) 
Therefore (1.1) becomes 
[s-*(-&-vA~)-2ve-‘A~~+&-~A~]~(u~+su’+e*~’+~~) 
+ (E-‘u + u”+ EU’ + e*u*+ +‘)(E-‘v, + V,) * (uO+ eu’ + l *u* + 4’) (4.22) 
= (K’V, + V,) . (po+ Ep’ + q’) + e-‘f-1 + f 
@-‘VI + V,) * (uO+ a’ + E2U2 + f#f) = 0. (4.23) 
If we write that (4.22)-(4.23) holds for all values of (E, y, r, x, t) [instead of (E, x, t)] then 
we can identify the powers of E: 
0 terms in e-’ in (4.22) and l o in (4.23): 
t$ - vA,u’ + o(V,uO + V,u’) = V,p” + f-’ (4.24) 
vy*u’+V,~uo=O. (4.25) 
At this point we note that (4.25) averaged over C and the periodicity of u’ imply 
v, . u” = 0, (4.26) 
which in turn implies in (4.25), 
v,*u’=o (4.27) 
0 term in e” in (4.22) and E in (4.23): 
atdo -- 
at 
vA,u’+ u”V,u”+ uV,U’+!$- VA+*+ vV,u2-2vA~yu’ + u@V,u’ 
i 
(4.28) 
=Vyp’+f+V,pO I 
vy~u2+v,~u’=o. (4.29) 
Taking again the mean of (4.29) on Y yields 
v,.ul=o, (4.30) 
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which, from (4.24), is possible only if 
V, . cf-‘I - m,uo) = 0. 
Now if we take the mean of (4.28) on C we find 
(4.3 1) 
au0 -_ 
at 
vA,u’+ dVJuo - vV,u’ = V,po+ r; (4.32) 
where the overbar denotes the mean with respect to y and T on C. Therefore it makes 
sense to define u’ by (4.24), (4.27) on C, u” by (4.28), (4.26) on Q, u* by (4.28), V, . u* = 0, 
and +‘, q’ by (4.18), (4.19) then we shall show that 4’ is small. 
Definitions. Let u”, ul, u* together with pot p’ be defined by 
au0 -- 
at 
vAxuo+u?7~u0+vV,u’=aX~+f,V,~uo=OinQ 
uO(t = 0) = 0, lP[r = 0 
where the overbar denotes the mean with respect to y and T on C = Y x IO, S[. 
$~A$+vV~u’=V,p~+f-I-vV,uO, V,*u’=OinC 
I 
u ’ periodic on C, ;Tr=o J 
au* -- 
a7 
vA,u2 + vV,u2 = vV,p’ f f - f + ~vA,~u’ - u”V,u’ - VVJA’ + vv,u1 
V, *u’=OinC; u* periodic on C. 
Remark 4.3. Notice that in (4.34) u ’ depends linearly on V,u”, therefore 
uI= wO+C wii$, 
i. I J 
where w”, wii are independent of u”, therefore 
and (4.33) really means 
$-Ve(A+~)V~o+~OV~o=V~+f+VeB, V;‘uO=OinQ 
uO(t = 0) = 0, U”lf = 0 
(4.33) 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
Remark 4.4. For v, f -I, V,u” given, u ’ defined by (1.34) exists and is unique. Similarly 
for u*, notice that in those two equations (x, t) are parameters. The existence of u” is 
more difficult to establish and will be discussed later on. 
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p y = 0, uby = 0 (mean with respect to y only on Y) (4.39) 
and that f-’ and u are zero in a neighborhood of I and ? = 0. If the solutions of 
(4.33)-(4.35) are regular [u” E L4(Q), u’, u2 E L4(C x Q)] then there exists K such that 
I 
I 
Ius - uOlf(t) + IV[uf -(u”+ cu’)]j2(t) dt 5 Kr. (4.40) 
0
Remark 4.5. Conditions (4.39) are dictated by (4.31); f-‘, u = 0 near I’, and t = 0 is 
required by the boundary condition of u’ to imply u ‘, u2 null in a neighborhood of I and 
t = 0; the regularity of u”, u’, u2 is for existence of solutions and of the integrals in the 
proof. As in Theorem 1, w” and wii of (4.36) must be in L”(Q). 
Remark 4.6. It is now clear that if the scaling t/r2 is not introduced, u’, u2 would not 
be solutions of parabolic systems and the development (4.18)-(4.19) could not be made. 
Remark 4.7. The previous argument is classical in the theory of homogenization (see 
[12] for example). One can also show that u2 is the corrector of order 2 to u”. 
Proposition 4 [16]. Equation (4.38) has at 
servation of energy in the following sense: 
least one solution and we have a con- 
(4.41) 
Proof. Let us multiply (4.38) by u” and integrate with respect to x over a. Then from 
(4.33) 
$;lulf+ upu”l:+ (uO,Gqi7) =(f * u”>. (4.42) 
Now multiplying (4.34) by u’ and integrating over C yields 
Y(m)2--1ut-u uv u Y -f ’ 2. 
If (4.43) is integrated over R with respect to x then we find that 
(uO, UW) = - (ii = u 1, (qig2dx -(f-u’), (4.44) 
which, together with (4.42), proves (4.41). 
Therefore -V . (A + v)V is a strongly elliptic operator and one can show that (4.38) has at 
least one solution exactly as in the case of the Navier-Stokes equation. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. We have chosen u”, u’, u2 in such a way that (4.22) becomes 
I 
s- uA&+(e-‘u + u”+eu’+e2u2+~‘)V~e+~‘V(uo+eu1+e2u2) 
I 
= V,q’ + r(V,p’ + 2vAXYu2 +VA,@’ + EU~ -!$ - &$ - vVxu2- u”(VYu2 + V,(u’ + l u2) 
t 
-u’(V,(u*+~u~)+V,(u~+~u’+~~u~))); withy =f,~=-$ V(x, t) E Q. J 
(4.45) 
Likewise (4.23) becomes 
V - 4’ + e2V, . u2 = 0 with y = x/r, r = t/r’, (x, t) E Q. (4.44) 
Now given 4’ E L#I’(~)“), there exist 11’ E L#I&IN f~ H2(CI)N) and W’ E L#!f’(R)N) 
such that 
4E=VlJ6+We, V*w’=O. (4.47) 
From (4.46) it is found that 
A$ = - l 2V, * u2, (4.48) 
therefore, 
17j’1, S Ke2. (4.49) 
Now we multiply (4.45) by w’ and we integrate over h: 
$ (tlw’l;) + ~lVw’j8+ v(hV~)‘, w’) + ((c-‘u + u”+ EU’ + e2u2~‘)V(V$), w’) 
+ ((vq’ + w’)V(uO+ cur + l 2u2), w’) = l (V,pr + 2vAxYu2 + VA,@’ + cu’) - !$ 
2 
-c+"V.U2- u~(v,u2~V,(u'+cu2))-u'(V,(u~+Qu2)+v~(Uo+EU'+E2~2)),~~) 
(4.50) 
where we have used the equality (Vn’, w’) = 0, implied by (4.47). Recall [lS] that 
(UVU, WI 5 ~/NphIOIUIL~~WIL~ (4.5 1) 
IUIL’I (3crlvulo+~lulo). (4.52) 
Then (4.50) integrated in t yields 
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$14t) + v 1 IVw’(: dt I I,’ ( UE~~V, . u21dw*b + l -‘~~tVs% 
x (u + l uo+ E&4’+ c2u2+ d7I)~(~4pw70+ ~~lv~‘ll4lw’l‘4pw~lo+ (h*IL4 
x (V(uO+ a’+ &42)~o~w’)~4+ Iw7L41(u”+ EU’+t2u2)IL.4pW~I0 
+ &l&p + 2vAxyu2 + vAx(u’ + l u2) - $ - E!$ - uV&4’- u”(v,u2 + Vx(u’ + mu’)) 
- ~*(v,(~‘+cu~)+v~(u~+E~‘+ l ~u~)~-,~Vw’lo] dt / 
. If u”, u*, u2 are in L2()0, T[ x JO, S[ ; H’(fI x Y)N) then (@u*/at) + t(au2/at)l-, is finite and 
we find from (4.48) and (4.52) that 
flw*l&) + ZJ 1’ lVw$dt s C,l,’ (3alVw’lo+~lVw’l,)lVw’)odt + d,l IVwelodt. 
0 
(4.53) 
Now if we choose a I v/3C2, we find that it yields 
I 
o’ lw’12 dt I eC, exp(Cst). 
Therefore w’ +O strongly in L2(Q). Now (4.54) and (4.53) imply 
I 
o’ /Vw'l: dt = ECU; 
which, together with (4.49), proves the theorem. 
(4.54) 
(4.55) 
4.3. Computafion of A and B when v 4 1 
When v is very small, VA+’ becomes negligible in (4.34) and a boundary layer of 
thickness O(v) may appear in the vicinity of ay. 
From (4.34) and (4.36), we find that if w” and w’j remain in a bounded set of L2(C) 
when v + 0, then the condition V, . u’ = 0 implies that the limit of (4.34) is 
~+“v,u~=vypo+f-~-vv,uo,V,. u’=OinC 
u ’ . n periodic on C, 14-l = 0 
Let us multiply (4.56) by w(y, T) and integrate by parts on C: 
(4.56) 
I( 
1 
au w - t)iu 
c a7 
1~)dyd~+~~Y~~,~[“.nu’.w~d7 
= 
I 
(Vypo + f-’ - oV,uo)w dy d7 VW 
C 
This equality implies that 
I 
o*nu’.wdI’dT=O VW, 
JY XP, J[ 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
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which in turn implies u ’ * s periodic or u * n = 0. This indicates that if (4.56) has a 
solution, then u’ has no boundary layer (but there may be a boundary layer for V,u’ 
which may no longer be periodic when Y +O). 
If +y = f%y = 0, then (4.56) implies that V,p'l,+~ =0, p"fau = 0; therefore taking 
w = yie’, (ei = Sik) i# j yields 
4 = -pyi + yilJV,Uq. 
Similarly by taking w = yie’ - yiej, i# j we find that 
-~+viu==ff'Yi_fSlyj_yivV,U3+yioV,Uq. (4-W 
Therefore, 
(4.61) 
However, G = - G, therefore we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4. If ulaY = f-‘lau = 0 and v is small, then u” of Theorem 1 is governed by 
atdo -- 
at 
yAU"+UOVUo=Vlpo+f+yV,f-', Vx.uo=OinQ (4.62) 
uO(t = 0) = 0, U"jr= 0 I 
If ulbY # 0, (4.56) may not have a solution and (4.34) may blow UP. For examPle if 
then (4.34) becomes 
4x, 4 Y, 7) = (sin ~2, O), (4.63 
I 
-vAU1+siny2*= ’ 
ah 
sin yz $ + V,pO; v, 
1 
(4.64) 
which has a solution which is unbounded when v --* 0: 
u’ = (sin y2/v, 0). (4.65) 
5. CONCLUSION 
So we have shown that under specific assumptions, to study the mean flow u” and the 
mean temperature 8’ one could solve 
au0 -- 
at vAu"+u~uo+V~(AVuO)=Vpo+f,V~uo=O 
l&t = O)= uo; U”Ir = U1 
$f-kAtl"+u"VBo+V~(A'Vu@)= e 
0”( t = 0) = 80; 8’1r = 81 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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where' A and A’ are symmetric tensors which are computed by integrating a PDE on a 
subgrid cell; A and A’ actually differ only by a pressure field, entering in the calculation. 
An additional external field g may also be necessary in (5.1) as well as a term of the type 
V . (ho), if the transport of the turbulence by the mean flow is not to be neglected. 
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